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PMY: What trends do you see influencing
your future model/products?

PMY: Are you attracting new, younger boaters?
If so, how?

PMY: How important is innovation in the
market you compete in?

TRACY BURGESS: Our business is flourishing
with fresh interest and influence measured by open
dialogue with our clientele, our in-house marketing
analytics, and sales results. Influence takes place
on both sides of the table; we influence those shopping the market by presenting genuine, relatable
content including real-life owners’ cruising stories
and testimonials. In turn, the market influences our
future model offerings by communicating biggerpicture, personalized cruising goals. A typical Outer
Reef client is well-educated and well-equipped
with their ‘wish list’ for their next yachting chapter.
Often, we spend time with cruising couples who
had previously purchased planing-style yachts, and
later experienced a shift in their paradigm; they
recognize their past purchases didn’t translate into
their cruising goals. Therefore, the continuing interest in our brand, by an even broader demographic,
is the result of a discovery process: a strong
desire to journey longer, to journey in confidence
and safety within a yacht built for the purpose of
withstanding all weather conditions, and to engage
in bespoke, purposeful design that encompasses
growing families, grandchildren, friends, pets, etc.
This is what we deliver.

TRACY BURGESS: I joined the Outer Reef
team almost six years ago, tasked with building
the brand and generating interest for an already
incredible, unprecedented product. I’ve witnessed
Outer Reef capture interest from a new, wider age
demographic. This is something I monitor on a
daily basis via several resources, from digging into
analytics from our 24-7 online showroom (our
website), to engaging in casual conversations with
those visiting us at boat shows around the globe.
Outer Reef has seen a proven spike in younger
prospects and actual owners, while maintaining a healthy, steady interest from experienced,
discerning yachtsmen whose previous yachtowning chapters culminated into their Outer Reef
brand loyalty. The reason for this? Our product,
people, culture, and process are very real – very
genuine. When you read our website testimonials, destination stories, see photos of our owners
cruising with their children, and experience our
service team completing every task with an
unmatched dedication, this style of customer service resounds with people of all ages in all parts of
the globe. In essence, incredible customer service,
paired with a great product, never gets old.

TRACY BURGESS: Striking the perfect balance
between preserving the proven classic functionality of long-range cruisers while incorporating
well-appointed, valuable design innovations is
extremely important to Outer Reef. Our most
recently launched innovations relate to two
of our Classic Series models: our 640 Classic
AZURE and our 720 Deluxbridge Generation II
(skylounge) Motoryachts. The new AZURE offers
a sun-filled, open concept aft-galley layout and is
the first of its kind within our class. This innovative design can be applied to all raised pilothouse
models from 58’ – 90’. Both the AZURE and the
720 Deluxbridge models share another recently
pioneered innovation within our class - an incredible “Bridgeview Deck™”, which is an outside seating area ahead of the upper helm station, offering
a 180-degree panoramic view over the foredeck
and to the ocean horizon. These offerings move
the needle within the owner experience and are
strong examples of why Outer Reef is recognized
as the most customized semi-custom builder
within the long-range motoryacht sector.
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